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We use a projective symmetry group analysis to determine all symmetric spin liquids on the stuffed
honeycomb lattice Heisenberg model. This lattice interpolates between honeycomb, triangular and
dice lattices, always preserving hexagonal symmetry, and it already has one spin liquid candidate,
TbInO3, albeit with strong spin-orbit coupling not considered here. In addition to the stuffed
honeycomb lattice itself, we gain valuable insight into potential spin liquids on the honeycomb and
triangular lattices, as well as how they might be connected. For example, the sublattice pairing
state proposed on the honeycomb lattice connects to the uniform spinon Fermi surface that may be
relevant for the triangular lattice with ring exchange, while there are no spin liquids competitive
on both the J1 − J2 honeycomb and triangular lattice limits. In particular, we find three stuffed
honeycomb descendants of the U(1) Dirac spin liquid widely believed to be found on the J1 − J2
triangular lattice. We also discuss how spin liquids near the honeycomb limit can potentially explain
the physics of LiZn2Mo3O8.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum spin liquids provide an exciting and rela-
tively simple example of topological order with low en-
ergy fractional spin 1/2 excitations and emergent gauge
fluctuations1. Unfortunately, it is difficult to find quan-
tum spin liquids either in materials or in models. Mag-
netic frustration plays a key role in stabilizing spin liq-
uids over competing orders. While the kagome lattice
provides the best current candidates2–7, there are also
potential spin liquids on both the next-nearest-neighbor
honeycomb8–13 and triangular14–20 lattices. Our paper
addresses potential spin liquids on the frustrated stuffed
honeycomb lattice21 that interpolates between the trian-
gular and honeycomb lattices. Our analysis sheds light
on how the spin liquids might evolve between the two
and provides guidance for future numerical calculations.
The stuffed honeycomb lattice is a non-Bravais lat-
tice with space group p6m, containing three sublattices
(ABC) in a hexagonal unit cell. It can be thought of as a
honeycomb lattice (AB) with additional spins (C) at the
center of each hexagon, effectively coupling honeycomb
and triangular lattices. The lattice and its space group
generators are shown in Fig.1. Note that the A and B
sites are related by symmetry while C is symmetry re-
lated only in the triangular lattice limit. There are two
types of nearest-neighbor bonds not related by symme-
try, which we call J1 for the bonds on the honeycomb
sublattices and J ′ for bonds between the C and honey-
comb spins. This model interpolates from the honeycomb
(decoupled from a C spin triangular lattice) at J ′ = 0 to
the triangular for J ′ = J1, both of which potentially host
spin liquid regions8–20, and the dice lattice for J1 = 0, all
the while maintaining the hexagonal symmetry, in con-
trast to the usual anisotropic triangular lattices17,22–27.
The classical phase diagram of this model was found in
Ref. 21, while previous work has also examined a region
of partial (C sublattice) disorder near the honeycomb
limit with only nearest neighbor couplings15,28–31; fur-
ther neighbor couplings will remove this region of partial
disorder as they induce independent C spin order.
This lattice has been realized in rare earth indium ox-
ides, RInO3, R = (Gd,Tb,Dy)
32,33. TbInO3 is particu-
larly interesting34–36, as it does not order down to the
lowest experimentally accessible temperatures; while Tb
is a non-Kramers ion, both Tb sites seem to have mag-
netic moments and inelastic neutron scattering finds a
low energy continuum reminiscent of spinons.
C
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FIG. 1: Model: This figure shows the stuffed honeycomb
lattice with three sublattices indicated as A/B (blue/green)
and C (red). A and B are related to each other by
symmetry, but not to C. Each site is represented as (x,y,s)
with (x,y) giving the Bravais lattice site index and ‘s’
denoting the sublattice. The solid and dotted bonds indicate
the two different nearest-neighbor couplings (J1 and J
′).
The space group generators are also shown: Txˆ and Tyˆ are
translations, while σ and C6σ denote mirror planes, and C6
is a six-fold rotation axis about the C sites.
This model was originally introduced37 to ex-
plain the magnetic behavior of the cluster magnet
LiZn2Mo3O8
38–44. In this material, Mo3O13 molecu-
lar clusters carry spin 12 and sit on a triangular lattice.
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2The high temperature Curie-Weiss susceptibility reflects
all spins, but two-thirds of them vanish below 100K. It
has been proposed that a spontaneous lattice symmetry
breaking leads to an emergent honeycomb lattice hosting
a valence bond solid or spin liquid37,38, weakly coupled to
the remaining one-third of the spins, which remain dis-
ordered down to low temperatures; hence LiZn2Mo3O8
could potentially exist near the honeycomb limit of the
stuffed honeycomb phase diagram.
In this paper, we determine all symmetric Z2 spin liq-
uids for Heisenberg spins on the stuffed honeycomb lat-
tice using a projective symmetry group (PSG)45 anal-
ysis. This analysis also provides a convenient way to
choose variational wavefunctions in a variational Monte
Carlo (VMC) simulation46. This kind of analysis has al-
ready been done for the triangular47,48 and honeycomb49
limits, and here we show how those two limits may be
connected, as well as finding spin liquids present only in
the full stuffed honeycomb lattice.
The organization of the paper is as follows. We re-
view the basics of PSG analysis in Sec.II, and apply this
analysis to the stuffed honeycomb lattice in Sec.III. In
Sec.IV, we show how the spin liquid ansatze are deter-
mined from PSGs. Our results are shown in Sec.V, in-
cluding a discussion of spin liquids previously found in
the honeycomb and triangular limits, as well as the ap-
plication to LiZn2Mo3O8. Sec. V C discusses the three
descendants of the U(1) Dirac spin liquid found on the
stuffed honeycomb, while Sec. VI summarizes our re-
sults.
II. BACKGROUND
Projective symmetry group (PSG) analysis is used to
classify the possible spin liquid phases on a given lat-
tice. The analysis can be done using either a fermionic or
bosonic representation for the spins, which naturally cap-
tures spinons in the spin liquid phases. Here we restrict
ourselves to the more general fermionic representation. It
naturally has an emergent SU(2) gauge freedom, which
complicates and enriches any symmetry analysis, requir-
ing the use of projective symmetry groups that effectively
project out the gauge symmetry. The gauge symmetry
means that apparently different states may actually be
related by a gauge transformation. And a global symme-
try operation, R (like rotation, translation, etc.) may not
leave a symmetric state invariant, as it must be followed
by an appropriate gauge transformation, gR to reveal the
full symmetry of the state. These combined operations,
(gR,R) form the projective symmetry group45.
In principle, any set of {(R, GR)} gives a different pro-
jective symmetry group and thus a different spin liquid.
However, in practice the allowed combinations of gauge
transformations and symmetries are greatly constrained
by the algebraic relations that the space group must sat-
isfy. Furthermore, any of the remaining allowed com-
binations are gauge-equivalent to one another; once this
redundancy has been removed, there is usually a small set
of distinct PSGs that lead to distinct spin liquids. The
properties of these spin liquids can then be analyzed in
the fermionic mean-field theory allowed by the projective
symmetries, and beyond.
We consider the generic Heisenberg Hamiltonian:
H =
∑
〈ij〉
Jij Si · Sj . (1)
The spin operators can be expressed as
Sai =
1
2
f†iασ
αβ
a fiβ , (2)
where we use Einstein summation, ‘i’ denotes the site in-
dex and σa are the Pauli matrices. fiα creates a neutral
fermion of spin α =↑ or ↓ at site ‘i’. This representa-
tion is invariant under the continuous SU(2) particle-hole
transformation : fα 7→ cos θfα + sin θf†α, where α = −α.
While here we consider a Heisenberg Hamiltonian, the
PSGs that emerge from this analysis are much more gen-
eral and will represent any model with the same SU(2),
lattice and time-reversal symmetries, including higher or-
der spin terms like ring exchange.
Although the spin commutation relations are satisfied
by both sides of eq.(2), the dimensions of the Hilbert
spaces do not match. The spin space per site is two-
dimensional, while the fermionic Hilbert space per site is
four-dimensional. To restrict our description to the phys-
ical spin-1/2 subspace, we must introduce the following
constraint of one fermion per site,∑
α
f†iαfiα = 1, fiαfiα = 0. (3)
The redundancy of our fermionic Hilbert space leads
to an SU(2) gauge redundancy that the original spin
space did not have. We introduce the Nambu spinor
ψi = (fi↑, f
†
i↓), where a local SU(2) transformation: Wiψi
[Wi ∈ SU(2)] leaves the spin operator invariant.
Inserting this fermionic representation into the Heisen-
berg Hamiltonian leads to a quartic fermionic Hamilto-
nian that may be decoupled with the mean-field ampli-
tudes ξij =
〈
f†iαfjα
〉
(‘hopping’) and ∆ij = 〈fi↑fj↓〉
(‘pairing’)45. This mean-field theory becomes exact if
the SU(2) spins are generalized to Sp(N) spins50. In the
mean-field picture, the exact constraints become〈
f†iαfiα
〉
= 1, 〈fiαfiα〉 = 0. (4)
These conditions are enforced by Lagrange multipliers,
λaj , which adds the following term to the Hamiltonian:∑
j
{λ3j (f†jαfjα − 1) + [(λ1j + iλ2j )fj↓fj↑ +H.c.]}
The resulting quadratic mean-field Hamiltonian can be
rewritten in terms of the Nambu spinor ψi,
HMF =
∑
i,j
ψ†iuijψj + H.c.+
∑
j
λajψ
†
jσaψj (5)
3where the 2× 2 link matrices uij are:
uij =
(
ξij ∆ij
∆∗ij −ξ∗ij
)
. (6)
These may be compactly written as uij = u
µ
ijτµ where
{τµ} are the Pauli matrices in Nambu space, (i12, τa),
a = 1, 2, 3 and [uij ]
† = uji. The parameters u
µ
ij can
be written as {uµij} = {ξ(2)ij ,∆(1)ij ,∆(2)ij , ξ(1)ij }, where ξij =
ξ
(1)
ij + iξ
(2)
ij are complex hopping and ∆ij = ∆
(1)
ij + i∆
(2)
ij
are complex singlet pairing amplitudes. Similarly, we can
treat the Lagrange multipliers as the matrices λj = λ
a
j τa.
The eigenvalues of (5) give the single spinon dispersion
for a given mean-field ansatz. The physical symmetries
may not be respected in the single spinon spectrum, as
only the two-spinon continuum is physical. However, the
dispersion can still tell us a lot about the nature of the
spin liquid, particularly its low energy structure.
The spinons only capture half the story; there are also
emergent gauge fluctuations. Fixing uij and λj typi-
cally breaks the local SU(2) gauge freedom. However,
no ansatz can completely break it and HMF may still be
gauge invariant under a SU(2), U(1) or Z2 transforma-
tion. These spin liquids are called SU(2), U(1) or Z2 spin
liquids. There always exists a subgroup, {Wi} of SU(2)
gauge transformations that leave the ansatz unchanged,
uij = W
†
i uijWj ∀ uij . (7)
{Wi} = {±12} is the minimal group that preserves the
ansatz, as any uij is invariant under a global Z2 transfor-
mation. Generically, this remaining gauge freedom is the
invariant gauge group (IGG)45, and helps determine the
gauge/symmetry combinations. We will focus on Z2 spin
liquids, where the gauge fluctuations are gapped and the
mean-field solution is stable. Here, gauge fluctuations are
weak, but fluctuations are important for U(1) or SU(2)
spin liquids, where they are not gapped. In such cases
the mean-field theory may not be stable and the fermions
and gauge fields are strongly coupled45,51.
The goal of our PSG analysis is to find the allowed com-
binations of gauge and symmetry operations, {(R, GR)}
and their associated mean-field ansatze that respect all
the symmetries of the lattice, once the gauge degree of
freedom is considered. The Hamiltonian has SU(2) spin
rotation symmetry, time-reversal and space group sym-
metries. The SU(2) spin symmetry is automatically sat-
isfied by HMF if the u
µ
ij ’s are real
47. In the rest of the
paper, we consider only the discrete symmetries.
There are a number of previous PSG analyses45,47–49,
with different notation; here, we mostly follow that of
Bieri, Lhullier and Messio47. Within our mean-field pic-
ture, a given PSG will define a spin liquid phase de-
scribed by a collection of ansatze uij that remain invari-
ant under a particular combination of the symmetry op-
erations and SU(2) gauge transformations. The space
group (SG) and time-reversal symmetry elements (R)
will thus be accompanied by spatially dependent SU(2)
gauge transformations (gR) to form the elements of the
PSG, QR = (gR,R) ∈ SGnG. These elements act on an
ansatz u = [uij ;λj ] as
QR(u) = [gR(i)uR−1(i,j)g
†
R(j); gR(j)λR−1(j)g
†
R(j)]. (8)
From this, we find the multiplication rule,
QAQB = (gA, A)(gB , B) = (gAAgBA
−1, AB). (9)
An ansatz allowed by the PSG will satisfy,
QR(u) = u. (10)
As any element, Wi = ±12 in the IGG leaves all ansatz
invariant, these are all possible gauge elements associated
with the space group identity e. Any algebraic relation-
ship in the SG only needs to be respected in the PSG up
to the IGG, meaning up to a sign for Z2 spin liquids,
QxQy = ω(x, y)Qxy, (11)
where ω(x, y) = ±1. These signs are important to dis-
tinguish different PSGs. The gR’s associated with the
symmetry elements are not unique, as a gauge transfor-
mation W can take us from one representation of the
PSG to another via the transformation,
gR(i) 7→W †i gR(i)WR−1(i). (12)
To summarize, for any symmetry transformation,
R, the projective symmetry transformation is QR =
(gR,R). These QR’s leave the allowed mean-field ansatze
invariant, and can be constrained by requiring the QR’s
to satisfy the algebraic relations of the space group, up to
the IGG. There are actually equivalence classes of {QR}
that can be related by local gauge transformations; we
will proceed to find an example of each equivalence class
on the stuffed honeycomb lattice.
III. PSGS OF THE STUFFED HONEYCOMB
In this section, we develop the distinct PSGs for the
stuffed honeycomb lattice by determining the QR’s satis-
fying the algebraic relations followed by the space group.
A. Space group elements
The space group (SG) of the stuffed honeycomb lat-
tice is generated by: SG = {Txˆ, Tyˆ, C6, σ}. Txˆ and Tyˆ
are translation operators, shown in Fig. 1, while C6 and
σ are six-fold rotation and reflection operators, respec-
tively. These generators obey the algebraic relations:
TxˆTyˆ = TyˆTxˆ (13a)
σTxˆ = Tyˆσ (13b)
TyˆC6 = C6Txˆ = TxˆC6Tyˆ (13c)
4and
σ2 = e (14a)
C66 = e (14b)
(C6σ)
2 = e (14c)
These are equivalent to those of the honeycomb lattice49,
as the space groups are identical.
Now we determine the gauge representations, gR asso-
ciated with each R ∈ SG. In general, these are spatially
dependent (i), depending both on the unit cell [(x,y)] and
sublattice (s=A,B,C). We start with the translation op-
erators, where the first algebraic relation, (13a) requires
gxˆ(i)Txˆgyˆ(i)T
−1
xˆ = 2gyˆ(i)Tyˆgxˆ(i)T
−1
yˆ . (15)
‘i’ indicates (x, y, s) and 2 is a shorthand for the sign
ω(Txˆ, Tyˆ)ω(Tyˆ, Txˆ)
−1. We can use eq. (12) to gauge fix
gxˆ to be 12, which simplifies (15) to:
gyˆ(x− 1, y, s) = 2gyˆ(x, y, s)
gyˆ(x, y, s) = 
x
2gyˆ(y, s).
(16)
We can simultaneously remove the y-dependence of gyˆ
by using a y-dependent gauge transformation to gauge
fix gyˆ; this gauge transformation leaves gxˆ invariant, as
it must. Now we have the representations for both trans-
lation operators,
gxˆ(x, y, s) = 12
gyˆ(x, y, s) = (2)
x12.
(17)
The rotation and reflection operators are treated sim-
ilarly, as shown in the appendix. While several other
signs, like 2 appear, these can all be removed by fur-
ther gauge fixing that continues to leave all previously
determined gR’s unchanged up to a sign. The final set of
gauge representations is,
gσ(x, y,A) = (2)
x(y+1)gσ,A
gσ(x, y,B) = (2)
xygσ,B
gσ(x, y, C) = (2)
xygσ,C
gC6(x, y,A) = (2)
(x+1)y+x(x−1)/2gR,A
gC6(x, y,B) = (2)
(x+1)y+x(x−1)/2gR,B
gC6(x, y, C) = (2)
(x+1)y+x(x−1)/2gR,C .
(18)
Here, gσ,s and gR,s are all uniform SU(2) matrices. These
are generically different for different sublattices, however
we can find a gauge where gR,B = gR,A, but not so for
gσ,s. Consider the general sublattice gauge transforma-
tion, g = (gA, gB , gC). The gR,s’s transform as,
gR,A → gAgR,Ag†B
gR,B → gBgR,Bg†A
gR,C → gCgR,Cg†C .
(19)
We can then define a new matrix, gR by g
2
R = gR,BgR,A.
If we take the gauge g = (gR,B , gR, gR,C), then
(gR,A, gR,B , gR,C) 7→ (gR, gR, gR,C). (20)
Hence, in our gauge, gR,A = gR,B = gR. At this point,
we have only used eq. (13). The gσ,s’s and gR,s’s are
further constrained by (14):
(gσ,s)
2 = σ12
g6R,C = g
6
R = R12
(gR,Cgσ,C)
2 = Rσ12
gRgσ,BgRgσ,A = gRgσ,AgRgσ,B = 2Rσ12
(21)
where σ, R, Rσ = ±1 are all combinations of different
ω(R,R′) in the IGG. These are all the constraints on the
PSGs given by the space group elements, but they will
be further constrained by time-reversal symmetry.
B. Time Reversal
Time-reversal acts on the spinor fi as T †fiT = iσ2fi
or equivalently T †ψiT = [(−iτ2ψi)T ]†. It is convenient
to use the gauge transformation: ψi 7→ iτ2ψi to reduce
the time-reversal operation to
T : ψi 7→ ψ∗i . (22)
This time-reversal operation inverts any generic ansatz,
uij
T−→ −uij . The gR’s are constrained by the commuta-
tion of T with all SG elements,
T S = ST where S = Txˆ, Tyˆ, σ, C6
T 2 = −1, (23)
where we derive these constraints in Appendix A 2. The
first set of relations force gT to be independent of unit
cell, but allow for sublattice dependence (gT ,s) with the
following conditions:
gRgT ,A = TRgT ,BgR
gRgT ,B = TRgT ,AgR
gR,CgT ,C = TRgT ,CgR,C
gσ,sgT ,s = TσgT ,sgσ,s (s=A,B,C),
(24)
where TR, Tσ = ±1 are signs coming from the commu-
tation relations from rotation and reflection operators,
respectively. Finally, T 2 = −1 requires that
g2T ,s = T 12. (25)
In general, the symmetry allowed ansatz and the time-
reversal representation, gT (i), must satisfy :
− uij = gT (i)uijg†T (j). (26)
For uniform gT , this equation forbids imaginary hopping
terms, (iu012). Additionally, eq.(26) forces the ansatz
5No. 2 gσC gσB gσA gRC gR λB λC u1 u
′ uC u2 gap flux
1 - iτ2 iτ2 iτ2 iτ2 iτ3 2 2 2 2 × 2 G (pi,0)
2 - iτ2 iτ2 -iτ2 iτ3 iτ3 2 × 1 2 2 2 D (pi,0)
3 - iτ2 iτ2 -iτ2 iτ3 b × × 1 2 2 2 D (pi,0)
4 + 12 12 12 12 12 1,3 1,3 1,3 1,3 1,3 1,3 G
∗ (0,0)
4a + iτ3 iτ3 iτ3 12 12 3 3 3 3 3 3 G
∗ (0,0)
5 + iτ1 iτ1 iτ1 a a × × 1 1 1 1 Q,D NC
6 + 12 12 12 iτ3 iτ3 1,3 3 3 1,3 3 1,3 G
∗ (0,0)
6a + iτ3 iτ3 iτ3 iτ3 iτ3 3 3 3 3 3 3 G
∗ (0,0)
7 + iτ1 iτ1 iτ1 12 a × 1 1 1 1 1 D (0,0)
8 + iτ1 iτ1 iτ1 a 12 1 × 1 1 1 1 Q NC
9 - iτ2 iτ2 iτ2 b iτ2 2 × 0 2 2 2 D NC
10 - iτ2 iτ2 -iτ2 b b × × 1 2 2 2 D NC
TABLE I: The table shows all PSGs with both nearest
neighbor ansatz allowed. In the interest of space, we list
only 2, gσ, and gR, which are enough to identify a PSG and
propagate the ansatz. While the gR’s are usually Pauli
matrices, a= exp(iτ3pi/3) and b= exp(iτ3pi/6) are also
allowed by the hexagonal symmetry for gR,gR,C . The ansatz
allowed by the PSG are shown in the columns labeled with
λµ, uµ, which contain the allowed µ’s with the values 0,1,2
or 3; × indicates that the ansatz is completely forbidden.
The ‘gap’ column describes the most generic single spinon
dispersion, with the acronyms: ‘G’-gapped, ‘D’-Dirac,
‘FS’-spinon Fermi surface and ‘Q’-Quadratic band touching.
There are two types of spin liquids that can be gapped out.
Some, labeled G, are gapped except for a measure zero
region of the u parameter space, while others, labeled G*
have substantial fractions of parameter space where they are
gapless (e.g. - PSG 4 may be gapped, or may realize a
spinon Fermi surface). The ‘flux’ column gives the SU(2)
flux through the fundamental triangular plaquettes,
calculated for each such plaquette around a given C site.
While (pi,0) denotes an alternating pi and 0 fluxes as shown
in Fig.3, (0,0) means a 0 flux throughout. ‘NC’ stands for
non-collinear flux, meaning that the directors vary between
plaquettes.
components to be coplanar in this gauge. For example,
if gT = τ2, then the ansatze are restricted to the (τ1, τ3)
plane. Generically, gT can be non-uniform which in prin-
ciple allow a non-coplanar ansatz. In fact, we can convert
a seemingly coplanar set into a non-coplanar one and
vice-versa by a non-uniform gauge transformation. In
general, T = 1 requires gT ,s = ±12, which significantly
restricts the ansatz such that any ansatz connecting sym-
metry related sites must vanish. In the tables that follow,
we will consider only the case T = −1.
IV. SPIN LIQUID ANSATZE
A PSG is defined by the set of {2, R, σ, Rσ TR, Tσ}
and {gσ,s, gR,C , gR, gT ,s}. To understand the nature of
the spin liquid, we need to find which ansatze are al-
lowed by the PSG. In order for an ansatz to have the full
No. 2 gσ,C gσ,B gσ,A gR,C gR λB λC u1 uC u2 gap
1 - iτ3 iτ2 iτ2 iτ3 iτ3 2 3 2 × 2 G
2 + iτ3 iτ2 -iτ2 iτ3 iτ3 2 3 3 3 2 FS
3 - iτ3 iτ2 -iτ2 iτ1 iτ1 2 × 3 3 2 FS
4 - iτ1 iτ2 -iτ2 b b × × 1 1 2 D
5 - iτ3 iτ2 -iτ2 iτ2 b × × 1 3 2 D
6 - iτ1 iτ2 -iτ2 b iτ3 2 × 1 1 2 D
TABLE II: This table lists all PSGs without any allowed u′
ansatz; these are not expected to be good candidates near
the triangular limit, but may be relevant near the
honeycomb limit. All notation is identical to table I. There
are no non-trivial nearest-neighbor triangle fluxes.
No. 2 gσ,C gσ,B gσ,A gR,C gR λB λC u
′ uC u2 gap
1 - iτ1 iτ1 iτ1 iτ3 iτ1 1 × 1 1 1 D
2 + iτ2 iτ2 iτ2 iτ3 iτ3 2 × 2 × 2 FB
3 + iτ2 iτ2 iτ2 b b × × 2 × 2 FB
4 - iτ2 iτ2 iτ2 iτ2 b × 2 2 × 2 Q,D
5 + iτ2 iτ2 iτ2 b iτ3 2 × 2 × 2 FB
6 + iτ2 iτ2 iτ2 iτ3 b × × 2 × 2 FB
7 - 12 12 -12 12 12 1,3 1,3 1,3 × 1,3 G
7a - iτ3 iτ3 -iτ3 12 12 3 3 3 × 3 G
8 - iτ1 iτ1 -iτ1 a a × × 1 × 1 D
9 + iτ1 iτ1 -iτ1 iτ3 iτ1 1 × 1 × 1 FB
10 - 12 12 -12 iτ3 iτ3 1,3 3 1,3 1 1,3 G
11 + iτ2 iτ2 -iτ2 iτ2 b × 2 2 2 2 Q
12 - iτ1 iτ1 -iτ1 12 a × 1 1 × 1 D
13 - iτ1 iτ1 -iτ1 a 12 1 × 1 × 1 Q,D
14 + iτ2 iτ2 -iτ2 b iτ2 2 × 2 × 2 FB
15 - iτ1 iτ1 -iτ1 iτ2 b × × 1 1 1 Q,D
TABLE III: This table lists all PSGs without any allowed u1
ansatz; these are not expected to be relevant near the
triangular and honeycomb limits, but may be relevant near
the dice limit. Several of these have flat bands, indicated by
‘FB’. These are unlikely to be stable mean-field phases. All
notation is again identical to table I. There are again no
non-trivial nearest-neighbor triangle fluxes.
symmetry of the lattice, it needs to satisfy eq.(10) for all
symmetry operators. Explicitly,
gRiuR−1(ij)g
†
Rj = uij
gRjλR−1(j)g
†
Rj = λj .
(27)
This requirement strongly constrains the ansatze. There
are two sub-classes of constraints. The first is the case
where R−1(ij) = (ij) or (ji), which constrains the al-
lowed uij . Similarly, if R−1(j) = j, we constrain λj .
The second class relates different links/sites and gives
the real space ansatz, which may appear to break trans-
lation symmetry and double the unit cell.
6(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 2: This figure shows how the ansatze may be propagated through the unit cell using the definitions in eqns.(34)-(36).
All ansatze can be captured within a six-site unit cell (doubled due to 2). While (a) and (b) show the nearest neighbor
ansatze, u1 and u
′, (c) and (d) show the same for the second neighbors, uC and u2, respectively.
First, we enumerate the constraints. λC must respect
both generators of the point group.
λC = gσ,CλC [gσ,C ]
† (σ)
λC = gR,CλC [gR,C ]
† (R),
(28)
while λB is invariant under σ and TxˆR
2,
λB = gσ,BλB [gσ,B ]
† (σ)
λB = g
2
RλB [g
2
R]
† (TxˆR2).
(29)
λA is determined by λA = g
†
RλBgR.
The nearest-neighbor terms between AB sites (u1) are
constrained by TyˆR
3Txˆ, which exchanges the sites, and
T−1xˆ Tyˆσ which leaves the link invariant,
u†1 = 2g
3
Ru1(g
3
R)
† (TyˆR3Txˆ) (30a)
u1 = (gσ,B)u1(gσ,A)
† (T−1xˆ Tyˆσ) (30b)
The nearest-neighbor terms connecting AC/BC (u′)
are only constrained by σ, which leaves the links un-
changed,
u′ = gσ,Cu′g
†
σ,B . (σ) (31)
There are two different next-nearest neighbor terms
that connect AA/BB sites (u2) or CC sites (uC). u2 is
only invariant under σ,
u†2 = (gσ,s)u2(gσ,s)
† (σ), (32)
for s = A,B, while uC is constrained by
u†C = 2g
3
R,CuC(g
3
R,C)
† (TyˆR3Txˆ) (33a)
u†C = (gσ,C)uC(gσ,C)
† (T−1xˆ Tyˆσ) (33b)
These are all the constraints up to next-nearest-
neighbor terms. The second class of requirements relate
the ansatz on different links/sites. This action propa-
gates the fundamental uij ’s determined above through-
out the unit cell, as shown in Fig.2. As 2 = ±1 allows
translation to be broken along Tˆyˆ, all ansatz can be cap-
tured within a six site unit cell. Finding how the ansatz
propagates requires only the rotation and translation op-
erators, and we label the transformed links,
u˜1,2 = gRu1,2g
†
R
u¯1,2 = g
2
Ru1,2[g
2
R]
†
uˆ2 = g
3
Ru2[g
3
R]
†
u˙2 = g
4
Ru2[g
4
R]
†
u2 = g
5
Ru2[g
5
R]
†
λA = gRλBg
†
R.
(34)
7For uC , they have the following form,
u˜C = gR,CuCg
†
R,C
u¯C = g
2
R,CuC [g
2
R,C ]
†.
(35)
Finally, for u′, we have
u˜′ = gR,Cu′g
†
R
u¯′ = g2R,Cu
′[g2R]
†
uˆ′ = g3R,Cu
′[g3R]
†
u˙′ = g4R,Cu
′[g4R]
†
u′ = g5R,Cu
′[g5R]
†.
(36)
Now we have the tools to transform any PSG into a sym-
metry allowed ansatz and thus obtain the spinon spec-
trum, which determines if the spinon spectrum is gapped
or not, and the gauge fluxes through various plaquettes,
which determine the allowed gauge fluctuations.
V. RESULTS
All unique symmetric spin liquids are tabulated in Ta-
bles I-III. The number has been greatly reduced both
by the constraints of section III, as well as by only list-
ing one example of each gauge equivalent class of PSGs.
The tables are separated by the most relevant limits of
the stuffed honeycomb lattice. Table I contains all PSGs
that allow both nearest neighbor ansatz, u1 and u
′; this
table contains all triangular lattice PSGs. Tables II and
III list all PSGs without u′ or u1, most relevant for the
honeycomb and dice limits, respectively.
Note that, in the interest of space, the tables show only
the 2, gσ,s and gR,s for each PSG, which are enough
to uniquely specify it. Each PSG also has a set of
signs {R, σ, Rσ TR, Tσ} and matrices, gT ,s. While
gauge equivalent PSGs may look different initially, they
all have the same single spinon dispersion and gauge
fluxes. As an example, consider PSG 1 in table I and
use the uniform gauge transformation, g = (iτ3, iτ2, iτ2).
The transformed PSG has (gσ,C , gσ,B , gσ,A, gR,C , gR) =
(iτ2, iτ2,−iτ2, iτ2, iτ2), and the ansatz changes to have u1
proportional to τ3;however, the single spinon dispersion
is completely unchanged.
A. SU(2) gauge flux
The SU(2) gauge structure of the mean-field theory
means that Z2 spin liquids generically have SU(2) gauge
fluxes45,52 through some plaquettes. These fluxes provide
another tool to characterize spin liquids, and can, unlike
the ansatz {uij}, provide a gauge invariant diagnostic.
These gauge fluxes are most straightforwardly under-
stood in the simpler, U(1) spin liquid case. In U(1) spin
liquids, there exists a gauge in which the ansatz can
be written using only complex hopping terms, without
any pairing. The phase of the hopping enters exactly as
the electromagnetic gauge field does for electrons via the
Peierls substitution. The flux, then, is the circulation
of the gauge field around a closed path, or Wilson loop,
found by multiplying the hopping terms around the path
and taking the total phase of the loop. For U(1) spin
liquids, this phase is clearly a number. However, for Z2
spin liquids, we must keep the full SU(2) structure of
the ansatze, and the SU(2) gauge flux is found similarly
by multiplying the ansatz matrices around a loop. Now,
however the flux has both an angle, corresponding to the
U(1) phase, and a direction in SU(2) space.
(b)
(c)
(a)
FIG. 3: The SU(2) gauge flux was calculated through the
three loops shown here. (a) indicates a triangular nearest-
neighbor loop, while (b) involves one next-nearest neighbor
bond [there are two types of (b) loops, depending on whether
the NNN bond is AA/BB or CC], and (c) is a four-site loop
involving only next-nearest neighbors [again with two types].
The SU(2) gauge flux45,47,52 for a Wilson loop starting
and ending at a lattice site ‘i’ is defined by multiplying
the ansatz over all the links in the loop,
Fi = uii1ui1i2ui2i3 ....uini (37)
This definition depends on the gauge of the base site ‘i’,
and may be rotated by a local SU(2) gauge transforma-
tion. Loops that share a base site may still be directly
compared45. We consider both even and odd loops, which
take the forms47,
Feven = ρ(cos θ + i(n · σ) sin θ)
Fodd = ρ((n · σ) cos θ + i sin θ), (38)
where ‘ρ’ is a scale factor unimportant for our discussion.
These quantities are gauge dependent, but their traces
are gauge independent and can differentiate the PSGs.
The SU(2) fluxes are constrained by time-reversal; as
uij changes sign under T , Feven is left invariant, while
Fodd changes sign. The even loops are therefore con-
strained to have a director n parallel to gT ,s on the base
site, while odd loops must have the director perpendicu-
lar to gT ,s and the flux angle, θ = 0 or pi.
8There are three relevant plaquettes that we consid-
ered, indicated in Fig.3, with both nearest- and next-
nearest-neighbor links included. They all have the same
base point, which is essential to compare the fluxes. The
fluxes through the up and down nearest-neighbor trian-
gles (a) are indicated for the PSGs in Table I, where
if they have the same directors, the fluxes are either
(0, 0) or (pi, 0). If the fluxes have noncollinear direc-
tors, then they are labeled ‘NC’. Note that if all di-
rectors are collinear, one can always choose mean field
ansatze uij (through appropriate SU(2)gauge transfor-
mations) of the form ieiφijτ3 . These are now clearly in-
variant under a global U(1) transformation, and thus are
U(1) spin liquids. The (pi, 0) staggered flux structure is
shared by the U(1) Dirac spin liquid (DSL) found on the
triangular lattice18–20,48, as shown in Fig. 4. The first
three PSGs in Table I all share this staggered nearest-
neighbor flux structure, and in fact are all descendants of
the triangular lattice DSL. However, plaquettes including
next-nearest-neighbor links introduce noncollinear fluxes,
which breaks the gauge structure down to Z2.
FIG. 4: The Dirac spin liquid on the triangular lattice is
found as a limiting case of several stuffed honeycomb spin
liquids, where only the nearest neighbor u1 = u
′’s remain.
(Left) The single spinon dispersion along (k, 0), showing the
Dirac cones. (Right) The staggered pi flux structure.
B. Connections to previous work
The stuffed honeycomb lattice contains the triangu-
lar, honeycomb and dice lattices as special limits. The
triangular lattice has a higher symmetry, which requires
enforcing u1 = u
′, λB = λC and u2 = uC , while the hon-
eycomb lattice has no links to the C spins, λC = u
′ =
uC = 0, which therefore form a flat band coexisting with
the AB spin liquid. Both the triangular and honeycomb
lattices have previously been treated with PSG analysis,
and we can identify the stuffed honeycomb PSGs with
their previously examined limiting cases. The J1 − J2
triangular lattice is expected to have a Dirac spin liquid
for intermediate J2/J1
18–20, which we will discuss in de-
tail in the next section, as this spin liquid is the limiting
case for PSGs 1-3 in Table I. Adding a ring exchange term
favors a spinon Fermi surface, which was found to be the
uniform resonating valence bond (RVB) state with uni-
form real hopping47,48,53,54 that corresponds to our PSG
4 and 6 in the triangular limit; there is also a small re-
gion of parameter space in which VMC calculations find
a d + id quadratic band touching spin liquid47,55 that
corresponds to our PSG 5 in the triangular limit, with
parabolic spinon bands touching at the Γ point. Finally,
an f-wave state was found for ring exchange with fer-
romagnetic J1
56, which corresponds to PSG 2, in the
triangular limit.
The J1 − J2 honeycomb lattice may host a sublattice
pairing state (SPS) spin liquid49, as found for intermedi-
ate J2/J1 in variational Monte Carlo
9. We find that the
gapped SPS on the honeycomb lattice is in fact smoothly
connected to the uniform RVB spinon Fermi surface on
the triangular lattice limit, as both are limits of PSG 4.
In the honeycomb limit, PSG 4 corresponds to the PSG
for the SPS49, with a flat C band. This correspondence
is not immediately obvious, but the two can be related
by first doing a uniform gauge rotation about the τ1 di-
rection (g = exp[ipiτ1/4]) on our SPS ansatz followed
by a second transformation with g = (iτ1, iτ3, iτ1). After
these transformations, we recover the SPS ansatz exactly
as found by Lu and Ran49. Alternately, a d ± id state
was recently proposed on the honeycomb lattice13, which
corresponds to the honeycomb limit of PSGs 5 and 7.
One interesting result here is that there is no PSG
known to be competitive in both the J1 − J2 triangu-
lar and honeycomb lattices, from which we can conclude
that there cannot be a single spin liquid connecting the
two limits of the J1 − J ′ − J2 stuffed honeycomb lattice.
The classical phase diagram is quite complicated in be-
tween the two limits, with a number of noncollinear and
noncoplanar classical phases that are not likely to sur-
vive quantum fluctuations21; however, even if there is a
continuous region of quantum disorder, there must be a
topological phase transition between the two spin liquids.
Another interesting connection is to the cluster mag-
net LiZn2Mo3O8
38–40, which may realize this J1−J ′−J2
stuffed honeycomb lattice close to the honeycomb limit37.
In LiZn2Mo3O8, the AB spins vanish below 100K and are
not even seen in neutron scattering39, while the C spins
appear as free spins in the intermediate temperature sus-
ceptibility, and are quantum disordered at low T39. One
possible explanation is that there is a single spin liquid
with two energy scales: a large AB bandwidth and a
small C bandwidth, with relatively weak hybridization
governed by u′. All three spin liquids with competitive
honeycomb energies, PSGs 4,5 and 7, capture slightly
different versions of this basic picture. The AB spins in
PSG 4 are gapped, in the SPS state, while the AB spins
of PSGs 5 and 7 form Dirac cones. The C spins of PSGs 4
and 7 form the uniform RVB state (PSG 4 in the triangu-
lar limit) out of just uC , which has a spinon Fermi surface
filling half the Brillouin zone, while PSG 5 has C spins
that form the quadratic band touching spin liquid (still
PSG 5) with just uC . For PSGs 4 and 7, low energy AB
and C spinons do not coexist in momentum space, and so
even relatively large J ′ is expected to leave the two sets
of sublattices relatively decoupled. In this case, for in-
9FIG. 5: Single spinon dispersion for PSG 7, which is
competitive in the honeycomb limit13, and may capture the
physics of LiZn2Mo3O8. Here, we consider a small u
′ that
hybridizes the otherwise decoupled AB (red) and C (green)
sublattices. For u′ = 0, the AB spins form a Dirac (d+ id)
spin liquid with doubly degenerate Dirac cones at the Γ
point and single Dirac cones at the K and K′ points, as
indicated in the inset; the overall bandwidth is governed by
u1. The decoupled C spins form a uniform RVB state with a
spinon Fermi surface occupying half the Brillouin zone,
whose bandwidth is governed by uC . As the low energy
spinons are separated in momentum space, the effect of even
fairly large u′ = .4 (black) does not lead to significant
hybridization. Therefore, it is plausible that the two spin
liquids remain relatively decoupled, even out to large J ′.
There are three relevant temperature scales. For
temperatures greater than the AB bandwidth, all spins are
essentially free. Between this energy scale and the C spin
bandwidth, the AB spins will form a correlated, gapless spin
liquid, while the C spins remain effectively free. Finally, at
low temperatures, the C spins also form a gapless quantum
spin liquid that remains mostly decoupled from the AB spin
liquid. The other parameters used to plot this dispersion are
λC = −0.15, u1 = 2, u2 = 0.5, uC = 0.2. (Inset) The
Brillouin zone for the 3-site unit cell with the location of the
Dirac nodes and the spinon Fermi surface explicitly shown.
The main figure plots the dispersion along the blue line.
termediate temperatures, the AB spins form a correlated
spin liquid, while the C spins behave like free spins. The
spinon dispersion for PSG 7 is shown in Fig. 5, where
this separation of energy scales and weak hybridization
is apparent. The story for PSG 5 is more complicated,
as the Dirac points of the AB and C spins coexist and
are partially gapped out by the u′ hybridization.
C. Triangular lattice descendants
The nature of the spin liquid on the J1−J2 triangular
lattice is widely debated14–17, but many numerical meth-
ods have found the U(1) DSL18–20, shown in Fig.4. Three
of the spin liquids on the stuffed honeycomb lattice re-
duce to the triangular lattice DSL in the triangular limit;
these are the first three PSGs in table I, which we will
discuss in detail in this section.
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FIG. 6: Single spinon spectra for two stuffed honeycomb
spin liquids that can arise from the triangular DSL: (left)
PSG 1 and (right) PSG 2. (Top) Spinon bands along the
(k, 0) axis. (Bottom) Contour plots of the lowest lying
positive energy bands. Bright (yellow) points indicate the
Dirac points, where the gap vanishes for PSG 2 and reaches
a minimum for PSG 1. The color scale varies from bright
(yellow) to dark (blue) as the energy increases, and shows
the six-fold symmetry of the Dirac cones. Both PSGs have a
staggered pi- flux structure as shown in Fig. 4.
While all three PSGs yield the same U(1) Dirac disper-
sion in the triangular limit, PSG 1 is generically gapped,
while PSGs 2 and 3 preserve the Dirac nodal structure.
PSG 1 corresponds to #20 in table I of ref. 48, up
to a gauge transformation. All three PSGs become Z2
spin liquids when any next-nearest-neighbor ansatz are
allowed. The single spinon dispersions for PSGs 1 and 2
are shown in Fig. 6 and in Fig. 8 for PSG 3. Both PSG
1 and 2 have two (possibly gapped) Dirac points in the
rectangular Brillouin zone. Each Dirac point is doubly
degenerate and six-fold symmetric. For PSG 1, all bands
are doubly degenerate. The Dirac cones remain gapless
along the line λ2BλC +3λCu
2
1−6λBu′2 = 0, where the u’s
and λ’s are the amplitudes of the relevant ansatz terms.
The single spinon dispersions for PSG 2 and 3 explicitly
break translation symmetry, as they are not doubly de-
generate; the symmetry will be restored in the physical
two spinon spectrum. The original and halved Brillouin
zones are shown in Fig.7, along with the Dirac point lo-
cations for all three PSGs. Translation invariance can
explicitly be restored by a gauge transformation shifting
half of the bands, essentially unfolding the bandstructure.
PSG 3 also has a Dirac dispersion, but now generically
has four Dirac points in the Brillouin zone, as shown in
Fig. 8. Two of the Dirac cones are six-fold symmetric
and doubly degenerate, occurring at the same locations
as those in PSG 1 and 2. However, there are also two new
three-fold symmetric, singly degenerate Dirac cones lo-
cated between the six-fold points. In the triangular limit,
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FIG. 7: Locations of the Dirac cones for the three
descendants of the triangular DSL. The red hexagon shows
the original Brillouin zone (BZ) of the stuffed honeycomb
lattice, while the grey rectangle is the BZ for the extended
six-site unit cell. Empty (red) circles show the rectangular
reciprocal lattice, while filled (blue) disks are the original
hexagonal reciprocal lattice. ±Q =(pi/3,0)] are the locations
of the Dirac points for PSG 1 and 2, which are six-fold
symmetric. PSG 3 has four Dirac points in the BZ: ±Q and
±Q′ = (0, pi
3
√
3
). While the Dirac cones at ±Q are six-fold
symmetric and doubly- degenerate, the cones at ±Q′ are
three-fold symmetric, and singly degenerate.
these also become six-fold symmetric and are just shifted
copies of the others. Again, PSG 3 has 2 = −1, and so
the single spinon dispersion is not translation invariant;
the translation symmetry can similarly be restored by an
appropriate gauge transformation.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have enumerated all possible spin liquids on the
stuffed honeycomb lattice with SU(2) symmetric interac-
tions, with particular emphasis on the spin liquids rele-
vant near the limiting cases of the honeycomb and tri-
angular lattices. Notably, we find three Z2 descendants
of the U(1) DSL on the triangular lattice, and discuss
how two potential spin liquids on the honeycomb lattice
may also be relevant for LiZn2Mo3O8. This analysis pro-
vides a useful starting point for variational Monte Carlo
studies of spin liquid stability, which can treat the ansatz
parameters as variational parameters while enforcing the
constraint of half-filling exactly via the Gutzwiller pro-
jection. More generally, understanding what spin liquids
are possible is essential to interpreting numerical solu-
tions. It is an interesting open question how far the U(1)
DSL might survive as the system is tuned away from the
triangular limit, and if any of these descendants become
relevant.
(a) (b)
(c)
FIG. 8: Spinon dispersion for PSG 3. (Top) Contour plots
for the lowest two positive energy bands, with (a) the lowest
and (b) the next lowest. Bright spots indicate the location
of the Dirac cones, while the color of the contour changes
from bright (yellow) to dark (blue) as the energy increases,
showing the six-fold and three-fold symmetries of the Dirac
cones. Note that the six-fold symmetric Dirac cones are
doubly degenerate. (c) Spinon dispersion along the (0, k)
axis, for a generic set of parameters, also used in (a) and
(b): u1 = 1, u2 = −0.45, uC = 1, u′ = 1.23.
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Appendix A: Derivation of gauge representations
1. Space group symmetries
In this appendix, we derive the gauge representations
for the space group elements of the stuffed honeycomb
lattice. The representations for the two translation op-
erators was shown in the main text. Here, we explicitly
incorporate the algebraic relations (13) and (14) to find
the choices for the rotation and reflection operations.
To do so, we must know how the space group elements
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transform the spatial coordinates, (x, y, s):
C6/C
−1
6 : (x, y, C)→
{
(−y, x+ y, C), C6
(x+ y,−x,C), C−16
: (x, y,B)→
{
(−y − 1, x+ y + 1, A), C6
(x+ y,−x,A), C−16
: (x, y,A)→
{
(−y, x+ y,B), C6
(x+ y,−x− 1, B), C−16
σ : (x, y, C)→ (y, x, C)
: (x, y,B)→ (y, x,B)
: (x, y,A)→ (y − 1, x+ 1, A)
Txˆ : (x, y, s)→ (x+ 1, y, s)
Tyˆ : (x, y, s)→ (x, y + 1, s).
(A1)
If we consider a particular algebraic relation, we can use
eq. (9) to find the conditions on the gauge elements.
Eq. (13a) was used to fix the translation gauge elements.
Here, we use the relations in eqs.(13b) and (14a) to obtain
the spatial dependence of the mirror plane gauge element,
gσ(x, y, s). Beginning with eq. (13b), we have
gσ(x, y, s) [gxˆ(y, x, s)(δs,C + δs,B)
+gxˆ(y − 1, x+ 1, s)δs,A]
= σ2gyˆ(x, y, s)gσ(x, y − 1, s).
(A2)
Using our expressions for gxˆ and gyˆ, we find
gσ(x, y, s) = σ2
x
2gσ(x, y − 1, s)
=⇒ gσ(x, y, s) = yσ2xy2 gσ(x, s),
(A3)
where gσ(x, s) = gσ(x, y = 0, s). To further constrain gσ,
we use eq. (14a) and proceed similarly. We treat each
sublattice independently. For s=A,
gσ(x, y,A)gσ(y − 1, x+ 1, A) = σ12
=⇒ yσ2xy2 x+1σ2 (x+1)(y−1)2 gσ(x,A)gσ(y − 1, A) = σ12.
(A4)
For s=B,
gσ(x, y,B)gσ(y, x,B) = σ12
=⇒ yσ2xy2 xσ2xy2 gσ(x,B)gσ(y,B) = σ12.
(A5)
For s=C,
gσ(x, y, C)gσ(y, x, C) = σ12
=⇒ yσ2xy2 xσ2xy2 gσ(x,C)gσ(y, C) = σ12.
(A6)
Equations (A6),(A5) and (A4) can be satisfied by,
gσ(x,C) = 
x
σ2gσ,C
gσ(x,B) = 
x
σ2gσ,B
gσ(x,A) = 
x
2
x
σ2gσ,A.
(A7)
The sign σ2 can be eliminated via the staggered
gauge transformation, g(x, y, s) = (−1)x; note that this
transformation does not affect the previously determined
gauge representations by more than an overall sign. Fi-
nally, we have the following PSG representations for gσ:
gσ(x, y, C) = 
xy
2 gσ,C
gσ(x, y,B) = 
xy
2 gσ,B
gσ(x, y,A) = 
x(y+1)
2 gσ,A
(A8)
Eq.(13c) allows us to fix the gauge element associated
with the rotation operator C6. With the gauge represen-
tations for translation operators already established in
eq.(17), the left side of eq. (13c) becomes,
QyˆQC6 = (gyˆTyˆgC6T
−1
yˆ , TyˆC6)
= ω(yˆ, C6)ω
−1(C6, xˆ)QC6Qxˆ
= R1QC6Qxˆ
(A9)
The first relation in (13c) can then be expanded as,
gyˆ(x, y,s)gC6(x, y − 1, s)
= R1gC6(x, y, s)[gxˆ(x+ y,−x, s)δs,C
+ gxˆ(x+ y,−x, s+ 1)δs,B
+ gxˆ(x+ y,−x− 1, s− 1)δs,A]
=⇒ (2)xgC6(x, y − 1, s) = R1gC6(x, y, s)
=⇒ gC6(x, y, s) = (R1)y(2)xygC6(x, s).
(A10)
Now using the second equality in relation (13c),
QC6Qxˆ = ω(C6, xˆ)QTxˆC6Tyˆ = R2QTxˆQC6QTyˆ , (A11)
which explicitly becomes,
gC6(x, y, s)gxˆ = R2gxˆTxˆgC6(x, y, s)T
−1
xˆ TxˆC6gyˆ(x)C
−1
6 T
−1
xˆ
gC6(x, y, s) = R2gC6(x− 1, y, s)gyˆ(x+ y − 1)
= R2
x+y−1
2 gC6(x− 1, y, s)
(A12)
We can then find the x-dependence as,
gC6(x, y, s) = R2(2)
x+y−1gC6(x− 1, y, s)
= (R2)
2(2)
2x+2y−3gC6(x− 2, y, s)
...
= (R2)
n(2)
nx+ny−∑nk=1 kgC6(x− n, y, s)
= (R2)
x(2)
xy+x(x−1)/2gC6(y, s).
(A13)
gC6 must satisfy eq.(A10) and (A12) simultaneously,
and hence takes the form,
gC6(x, y, s) = (R1)
y(R2)
x(2)
xy+x(x−1)/2gR,s. (A14)
We can again remove the sign R2 using the staggered
gauge transformation g(x, y, s) = (−1)x+y, which again
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leaves all previously determined gauge representations
unmodified up to a sign. We then have,
gC6(x, y, s) = (R1)
y(2)
xy+x(x−1)/2gR,s. (A15)
We can also find a representation for the symmetry
operator Rσ to explicitly satisfy Eq.(14c). We compute
this representation for each individual sublattice by using
the group multiplication defined in Eq.(9). For s=A,
gRσ(x, y,A) = gC6(x, y,A)gσ(x+ y,−x− 1, B)
= yR1
xy+x(x−1)/2+(−x−1)(x+y)
2 
xy
2 gR,Agσ,B
= yR1
−x(3+x)/2−y
2 gR,Agσ,B .
(A16)
For s=B,
gRσ(x, y,B) = gC6(x, y,B)gσ(x+ y,−x,A)
= yR1
xy+x(x−1)/2+(−x+1)(x+y)
2 
xy
2 gR,Bgσ,A
= yR1
x(1−x)/2+y
2 gR,Bgσ,A.
(A17)
Finally, for s=C,
gRσ(x, y, C) = gC6(x, y, C)gσ(x+ y,−x,C)
= yR1
xy+x(x−1)/2−x(x+y)
2 gR,Cgσ,C
= yR1
x(x+1)/2
2 gR,Cgσ,C .
(A18)
The above expressions for gRσ are constrained by
eq.(14c), which can also eliminate R1, as we now show.
For s=C,
gRσ(x, y, C)(Rσ)gRσ(x, y, C)(Rσ)
−1 = ±12
gRσ(x, y, C)gRσ(−x, x+ y, C) = ±12
=⇒ xR1x2(gR,Cgσ,C)2 = ±12
(A19)
This equation forces R1 = 2.
For s=A,
gRσ(x, y,A)(Rσ)gRσ(x, y,B)(Rσ)
−1 = ±12
gRσ(x, y,A)gRσ(−x− 1, x+ y + 1, B) = ±12
x+1R1 
x
2(gR,Agσ,AgR,Bgσ,B) = ±12
=⇒ gR,Agσ,BgR,Bgσ,A = 2Rσ12.
(A20)
s=B follows similar steps as above with the sublattice
index A and B swapped in eq. (A20). The use of eq.(19)
changes the gauge such that gR,A = gR,B = gR. So we
can simply replace both gR,B and gR,A by gR. Eq. (14b)
is trivially satisfied and does not impose any further con-
straints.
The gauge representations of all of the space group
symmetry operators is now,
gxˆ(x, y, s) = 12
gyˆ(x, y, s) = (2)
x12
gσ(x, y, C) = (2)
xygσ,C
gσ(x, y,B) = (2)
xygσ,B
gσ(x, y,A) = (2)
x(y+1)gσ,A (A21)
gC6(x, y, C) = (2)
(x+1)y+x(x−1)/2gR,C
gC6(x, y,B) = (2)
(x+1)y+x(x−1)/2gR
gC6(x, y,A) = (2)
(x+1)y+x(x−1)/2gR,
where 2 is the only remaining sign, and gσ,s, gR, gR,C
are SU(2) matrices that must satisfy,
(gσ,s)
2 = σ12
g6R,C = g
6
R = R12
(gR,Cgσ,C)
2 = Rσ12
gRgσ,BgRgσ,A = gRgσ,AgRgσ,B = 2Rσ12.
(A22)
2. Time reversal symmetry
Time-reversal acts trivially on the real space lattice,
and thus commutes with all space group operations. Fur-
thermore, once we gauge fix the time-reversal operator to
act as in eq.(22), T acts trivially on any gauge,
T gT −1 = (iτ2)g∗(−iτ2) = g. (A23)
The commutation relations in eq.(23) and the above
property of time reversal operation yield further con-
straints on gT and the resulting signs. Considering the
commutation with the translation operators, we have
gT (x, y, s) = xT1gT (y, s)
gT (x, y, s) = 
y
T2gT (x, s),
(A24)
which implies that
gT (x, y, s) = xT1
y
T2gT ,s. (A25)
The commutation relation with C6 gives the following
condition,
gR(x, y, s) [gT (x+ y,−x, s)(δs,C + δs,B)
+gT (x+ y,−x− 1, s)δs,A] = TRgT (x, y, s)gR(x, y, s)
(A26)
Upon substitution of gT from eq.(A25), one can see that
this equation is satisfied only for T1 = T2 = 1 which re-
moves any spatial dependence of gT , although it can still
vary between sublattices. The conditions for gσ follows
straightforwardly from the corresponding commutation
relations and the final form of all these resulting con-
straints is shown in eq.(24).
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